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The Violet boys came in the room ready to play. And boy are they cute!
Blue dot, green and orange were very excited about new people in places.
Blue was the only one that was unsure and slow to warm up in the new environment.

They all were vocal when they were not getting the attention that they wanted.
They LOVE being where people are.

Blue is the baby of the boys. He was content when he was being held and cuddled. He has a sweet shyness,
but also is a little timid. As he builds confidence through positive experiences with new sites and sounds the
timidness should go away.
He always stayed close by.

Blue dot has great confidence. Life is a party in his world. He’s a very happy puppy and loves to engage and
play. He’s a bit clumsy and his brakes don’t work. I think he ran into everything in the room treating it like an
agility course. Such a joy to watch and you can’t help but smile.
He doesn’t really understand boundaries or personal space yet but can be redirected easily. He has a very
curious mind and seems eager to figure things out. A smart little fella. Potential service candidate.

Green shares the same kind of zeal for life as blue. And he tries his best to keep up with him. He is a little
clumsy in his play, but learned a little quicker went to stop.
Green could find ways to entertain himself independently, but then would take a break to play with his brothers.
Green has good focus and awareness. Watching him bark at his own reflection was a highlight.

Orange is somewhere in the middle of blue dot being the most confident and blue being the most reserved. He
loves to engage in, play with both his brothers and people. But when he was unsure or felt like he wasn’t
getting attention, he would vocalize that. Mostly an insecure behavior and with confidence a lot of that
vocalization should subside.
Orange found security in being close to the tester when he wasn’t playing.
He loves to crawl up in your lap for some good puppy snuggles. He’s happy when he’s getting attention from
people.

All with the exception of blue are pretty mouthy in their exploration of new things.
Basic puppy manners training would not be lost on these sweet little boys. They have so much drive and
want-to that training in the right way could really be beneficial and effective.

https://smeragliaco.pixieset.com/violetandwasabi-f1bschnoodles-born51124/
https://youtu.be/Yxkqw0SByTc
https://youtu.be/Lil3N2LGopw

